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ordinates of a parabola parallel to its axe increase like the terms of the progression of the squares of integer non-
negative numbers, the limit ratio between 02 + 12 + 22 +· · ·+n2 and (n+ 1)n2 when n becomes infinite, that is, 1/3,
is also the ratio between the trapezoid delimited by this parabola and the rectangle with the same base and height.
It is thus far from being immediately clear how Wallis’ method could constitute the kernel of a program of foun-
dation of the whole mathematics on the arithmet-algebra, at least if this last alleged branch of mathematics has some
constitutive relation with what is usually recognised as early-modern algebra. Maierù’s book gives no clear answer to
this question to the effect that the status of arithmet-algebra and the nature of its alleged objects are not clarified.
Two last remarks before concluding. The reader of Maierù’s nice book would have certainly more easily profited
from it if the frequent and often quite long quotations from Wallis’s treatises had not been left in the original Latin,
accompanied by no translation to any modern language. Moreover, the book would have highly benefited from a
critical discussion of other interpretations of Wallis’s results and methods and of other views about the role and status
of algebra in early modern age. Unfortunately, though Maierù refers to a quite large amount of secondary literature, this
is not critically discussed and some recent important contributions—like Bos’ and Mancosu’s books, on geometrical
exactness and on philosophy of mathematics in the 17th century, respectively—are not mentioned.
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By Philippe Henry. Geneva (Editions Médicine et Hygiène). 2007. ISBN 978-2-88049-241-0. 235 pp. 49.00 CHF
At least ten English-language books were published in or around 2007 to mark the 300th birthday of Leonhard
Euler (1707–1783). These run the gamut from an internalist examination of Euler’s early mathematical papers [0], the
first of five volumes in The MAA Tercentenary Euler Celebration [Bogolyubov et al., 2007], to a Tintin-style graphic
biography [Heyne and Heyne, 2007], translated from the German. To the best of my knowledge, Philippe Henry’s
Leonhard Euler, incomparable géomètre was the only French-language offering.1
I was not sure what to expect as I awaited delivery of this book. I was delighted to find a beautifully designed
softcover volume, richly illustrated and printed on heavy, coated stock. It was the companion guide to an exhibit at the
Museum of the History of Science in Geneva called “Euler, l’imagination souveraine.” The show ran from early May
through late October 2007, but the book remains in print. From experience with fine art exhibitions, I knew that it was
possible for such a book to be both a beautiful and useful museum guide, as well as a valuable scholarly reference. It
was a pleasure to see that Henry had succeeded in doing the same for the history of science.
Leonhard Euler, incomparable géomètre is divided into six chapters. Five were written by Henry himself, in
most cases with one other co-author. The first is a biographical essay, following the usual division of Euler’s life
into four periods: Basel, First Petersburg, Berlin and Second Petersburg. This is followed by a chapter written by
Siegfried Bodenmann, editor of a forthcoming volume of Euler’s correspondence with Cramer and others [Euler,
in press]. His chapter here, “The Crucibles of Learning: Euler and the development of science in the Enlighten-
ment century,” examines Euler’s career and the intellectual landscape of Europe in the 18th century. Bodenmann
describes the “esprit géométrique” of the century to contextualize Euler’s achievements. He then considers the impor-
tance of correspondence and journals, and especially the influence of the great academies—Paris, London, Berlin and
St. Petersburg—each of which counted Euler as a member at one time or another.
1 There was also a special Euler edition of a mathematical magazine for young readers [Lehning, 2007].
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The next two chapters are dedicated to Euler’s memoirs in the journals of the St. Petersburg Academy and to his
Berlin Academy memoirs. In his foreword, Henry explains that the memoirs presented in these two chapters were cho-
sen for the simplicity and accessibility of their results, not because they were the most influential of Euler’s writings.
The Petersburg memoirs concern the Bridges of Königsberg [E53],2 the polyhedral formula [E250, 251], the Euler
Line [E325], perfect and amicable numbers [E100], and magic squares [E795, also with mention of E530]. Henry
cannot resist supplying the usual modern graph to illustrate the Bridges of Königsberg problem, but he does not sug-
gest, as some authors have done, that Euler used it in any way himself. Euler’s Berlin memoirs are represented by The
Knight’s Tour [E309] and the problem of derangements [E201], with some closing remarks about the St. Petersburg
article on derangements [E738].
There is a bonbon in the middle of this book: a brief fifth chapter reproducing a manuscript dating from 1726 or so,
near the end of Euler’s Basel period. It consists of two sides of a single sheet (the size is not given), with calculations
and diagrams in Euler’s hand. He is considering the problem of reciprocal trajectories; see Sandifer [0, §2–3]. Henry
identifies the manuscript as a draft of E5, but it seems that the calculations might also be relevant to E3. Because
this problem originated as a challenge from the English mathematician Pemberton, Henry finds it appropriate in this
chapter to sketch a brief history of the differential calculus and the priority dispute.
The last and longest chapter is a fairly complete survey of Euler’s monographs. Although a few pamphlet-length
pieces are not represented, all of Euler’s books are considered here. Henry’s classification leads to four sections:
Works of Pure Mathematics, which includes all of Euler’s textbooks from arithmetic through integral calculus, as well
as his calculus of variations, the Methodus inveniendi; Works of Physics, including mechanics, celestial mechanics
and optics; Works of Applied Mathematics, including Euler’s music theory, gunnery, and naval science books, as well
as the Berlin Academy’s world atlas of 1753, the publication of which Euler oversaw; and Popular Works, consisting
of the Letters to a German Princess.
With so many works to survey in fewer than a hundred pages, some sections are necessarily brief. The two sec-
tions on Intitutiones calculi differentialis and Intitutiones calculi integralis, for example, amount to only three pages,
including reproductions of two title pages. Other sections are more fleshed out. The one on optics, for example, be-
gins with the contributions of Descartes and Newton, followed by a discussion of E88, an early Eulerian treatise on
light and color, and extracts from the Letters to a German Princess, before considering the monumental Dioptricae.
This is followed by a discussion of chromatic aberration, Euler’s paper E118 on objective lenses, and the polemical
response to this from the Newtonian John Dolland. The section closes with a little local color: the story of Selligue’s
microscope, a scientific instrument in the collection of Geneva’s Museum of the History of Science, whose inven-
tion was made possible by techniques described in Euler’s Dioptricae and in a subsequent paper by Nicolas Fuss
[1774].
Henry’s apparent desire to bring Euler’s story “home” to Geneva led him to include some of Euler’s correspondence
with Gabriel Cramer. This is particularly welcome, because the Euler–Cramer correspondence will not be available for
some time [Euler, in press]. Cramer is introduced during the course of the section on Euler’s pure mathematics books,
which is organized chronologically. Because Cramer assisted Euler with the page proofs of the Methodus inveniendi
and the Introductio in analysin infinitorum, both of which were published by Bousquet in Lausanne, Henry takes the
opportunity to introduce him, and the Academy of Geneva, into the narrative just before considering the Methodus.
He follows this with both transcriptions and reproductions of Euler’s letters to Cramer of 21 May and 3 August 1743.
Cramer reappears after Henry’s presentation of Euler’s Introductio because of the similarity in subject matter between
the second volume of that work and Cramer’s 1750 Introduction a l’analyse des lignes courbes algébriques. Henry
makes a brief presentation on Cramer’s Introduction, which he follows with Euler’s letter to Cramer of 2 November
1751, the last known letter in their correspondence.
If I had to compare Leonhard Euler, incomparable géomètre to another book about Euler, it would be to Fellmann’s
biography [Fellmann, 1995], recently translated into English for the tercentenary. Both are accessible, fairly non-
technical books that include many illustrations. But whereas Fellmann avoids formulas entirely, there is a reasonable
amount of mathematical detail in Henry’s book, especially in the sections covering the polyhedral formula and the
problem of derangements. Of course, Fellmann describes Euler’s work, but concentrates on his life and his personal
relationships. Henry is more interested in Euler’s memoirs and books, even if he cannot enter into a detailed analysis
2 That is, the publication numbered 53 in Eneström’s index of Euler’s work.
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of all of them. There may not be a lot of new research in Leonhard Euler, incomparable géomètre, but I particularly
appreciated the letters and the manuscript, which are not available anywhere else. I enjoyed reading this book and find
it a welcome addition to the Euler tercentenary literature.
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Tools of American Mathematics Teaching, 1800–2000
By Peggy Aldrich Kidwell, Amy Ackerberg-Hastings, and David Lindsay Roberts. Baltimore (Johns Hopkins
University Press). 2008. ISBN 978-0-8018-8814-4. 440 pp. $70.00
Early advocates of educational technology emphasized the benefits of replacing verbal instruction by teachers with mate-
rials that appealed to a wider range of senses. (Clifford Upton, 1923, as quoted on p. 54)
The above quote could have been written by the authors of Tools of American Mathematics Teaching, 1800–2000;
however, in quoting an earlier writer, they show very effectively that the history of pedagogy is in many senses
timeless. In presenting the history of the tools of mathematics teaching, Peggy Aldrich Kidwell, Amy Ackerberg-
Hastings and David Lindsay Roberts share with us not only the history of these ubiquitous objects, they also give
us an encapsulated history of education, as well as a sense of how American society has changed in the last two
centuries.
Educators, historians, mathematicians, or indeed anyone who has gone through public or private school in the last
200 years will enjoy this book. The artifacts of mathematics, whether they be textbooks, calculators or wooden models
of geometric surfaces, have been an area of intense research, if not a passion, of the authors (as well as this reviewer)
for many years. Peggy Aldrich Kidwell is well known for her work as curator of the mathematics collection at the
National Museum of American History at the Smithsonian Institution; Amy Ackerberg-Hastings is known among
